MIT Campus Map
Welcome to MIT
All MIT buildings are designated by numbers. Under this numbering system, a single room number serves to completely identify any location on the campus. In a typical room number, such as 7-121, the figure(s) preceding the hyphen gives the building number, the first number following the hyphen, the floor, and the last two numbers, the room.
Please refer to the building index on the reverse side of this map, if the room number is unknown.

Use the online campus map:
http://whereis.mit.edu/
Find your way around campus with your phone: http://m.mit.edu

Parking
® = public parking (pay lots)
MITP = MIT permit parking

Welcome to MIT

[Map of MIT campus with building names and numbers]
extension from a house telephone dial the last 5 digits (i.e. 3-4795) of

From the south take I-90 off of I-95 and follow the I-90 directions to 

One-half mile down on the left.

By car from Route I-95

Cambridge. Cross the River Street Bridge and continue straight ahead

te texts; and books for general audiences. The MIT Press Bookstore is


Tours leave from 77 Massachusetts Avenue, Lobby 7 (map section D)

Tours of campus, 11:30 am and 3:00 pm weekends except holidays. Finish from 77 Massachusetts Avenue (lobby 7) or stop at the

Appropriate tour reservations (institutions with special accommodations) 10-15 days in advance. 2:00 pm (parking tour) from mid-March through mid-December except holidays. Confirm at http://web.mit.edu/admissions.

Dealing on campus

Seeds and meals are available in the Student center (map section D) and in the Campus Dining Office (map section H). There are restaurants and small

eating places in the Kresge, Student and local areas.

The MIT Press

One of the country’s largest university presses, the MIT Press publishes books and periodicals covering a broad range of technologies (including professional, reference and scholarly books, e-books and audiobooks)

and in the Stata Center (map section E). There are restaurants and small

eating places; and books for general audiences. The MIT Press Bookstore is


The following 24-hour numbers are available for recorded information on current arts events:

Tours at 7:30-9:30 pm
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